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OVERVIEW

With potentially devastating insider threats on the rise, critical infrastructure organizations are desperately looking 
for new and better ways to manage them and mitigate risk. Traditional security solutions fall short, leaving industrial 
control systems and operational technology (OT) such as SCADA systems, PLCs, and distributed control systems 
vulnerable to attack, particularly given the lack of expert staffing required to secure these systems. The fact is that 
operational inefficiency is a key pain point, one that has been difficult to address when combating insider threat. This 
white paper will examine the nature of the threat, why critical infrastructure is particularly vulnerable, and what can be 
done to alleviate these challenges. It examines an innovative new approach – User and Entity Behavioral Analytics – 
and introduces the Exabeam Security Intelligence Platform. 

DEFINING THE INSIDER THREAT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES TO CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

The nature of insider threats varies widely, from inadvertent insiders who mistakenly damage systems to 
compromised insiders who have had their credentials stolen without their knowledge or consent to malicious insiders 
including disgruntled workers such as angry ex-employees who never had their access privileges revoked and third 
parties such as contractors, business partners, suppliers, and service providers seeking financial gain or retribution of 
some kind. The bottom line is that any person with access to (legitimate or not) and knowledge of internal systems, 
including critical physical and cyber assets, can be viewed as insider risk, regardless of whether they are employees 
or not.
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There are two specific security concerns when it comes to the 
implications of insider threat. One is espionage in which proprietary 
data is exfiltrated from the corporate network; for example, hackers 
using stolen credentials to take proprietary data on offshore drilling 
blocks (such as estimates of oil reservoirs and seismic data) in 
order to specifically drive up the cost of bids on leases. The other, 
more important security concern in the critical infrastructure sector 
focuses on the potential destruction from hacked control networks 
leading to ecological disaster, economic impact, and public health 
consequences.

While compromised credentials and malicious insiders pose a security 
risk to any network, the risk is far greater to providers of critical 
infrastructure whose control networks run oil rigs and pipelines, natural 
gas extraction and distribution networks, electrical power generation 
and transmission, nuclear power plants, and other energy utilities, as 
well as water and wastewater management systems. That’s because

THE CONSEQUENCES OF 
INSIDER THREATS TO CRITICAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE OPERATORS ARE 
MUCH GREATER THAN IN MANY 
OTHER SECTORS BECAUSE OF THE 
POTENTIAL FOR ACTUAL PHYSICAL 
HARM FROM COMPROMISED 
CONTROL NETWORKS, LEADING TO 
EQUIPMENT DESTRUCTION, SERVICE 
INTERRUPTIONS, ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT, AND RESULTING PUBLIC 
SAFETY ISSUES. 

the consequences from an attack are so high, with the potential for actual physical harm. 

For example, malicious insiders could threaten to sabotage systems if certain demands are not met, such as a 
ransom. They could simply steal credentials and sell them to highest bidder intent on destruction. Bad actors with 
the right access could then take control of plants or at least disrupt or degrade information sent to plant operators, 
damaging systems and equipment. Any one of these scenarios could lead to destruction of physical plant property 
leading to service interruptions, environmental impact, as well as public safety issues. “Cybersecurity resiliency 
depends on detecting, deterring, and mitigating insider threats because, with just a few minutes of access to the right 
system, a single insider threat can jeopardize decades of work, can inflict millions or billions of dollars of harm, and 
can impact millions of lives.”1 

1James Scott, Drew Spaniel, “In 2017, The Insider Threat Epidemic Begins,” Institute for Critical Infrastructure Technology, February 2017. http://icitech.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ICIT-Brief-
In-2017-The-Insider-Threat-Epidemic-Begins.pdf
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Consider the difficulty in recovering from any one of the following scenarios:

• Service disruptions of the electrical grid means blackouts with no heat, no lights, and likely no Internet.
• Economic impact from the inability of consumers to purchase goods and services and of companies to conduct 

business, as well as from disruptions to the supply chain and general societal immobilization.
• Environmental impact from oil spills, nuclear waste dispersal, and other pollution that can occur when critical 

infrastructure is attacked.
• Public safety Issue that result from service disruptions and impact to the environment, including food, water, and 

air contamination, injuries from explosions or radiation poisoning, and the concomitant civilian panic. 

The bad news is that attacks have already happened, as the nation’s critical infrastructure experienced a 20 
percent increase in cyber incidents in 2015. According to an end-of-year report by the Industrial Control Systems 
Cybersecurity Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT), investigators responded to 295 reported incidents involving 
critical infrastructure in the U.S., compared to 245 in the previous year. Companies in the energy sector were among 
the top targets, which reported 46 incidents in 2015, (16% of the total); water and transportation systems were not 
far behind, reporting a total of 25 and 23 incidents, respectively.2

While specific examples of insider threat to critical infrastructure abound, perhaps the most well-known case is from 
2015, when hackers successfully seized control of a power station in the Ukraine, leaving nearly a quarter million 
people without power for hours. They did this by gaining access to operator credentials, rendering power sub-
stations unable to receive remote instructions.3

There are many other examples of insider threats to critical infrastructure; the June 2010 discovery of Stuxnet 
found on Iranian nuclear power plants showed that critical infrastructure could be a viable, compelling target with 
profound economic and political ramifications; it is believed that the malware was ferried into the plant via a USB. 
While it’s not clear this was done maliciously, it’s a good example of just how much damage can be done even 
when it’s inadvertent. In April 2016, Conficker and Ramnit malware were found on systems at a German nuclear 
power plant. There’s more:

• A US citizen who was arrested in Yemen in a March 2010 roundup of suspected al-Qa‘ida members worked for 
several contractors performing non-sensitive maintenance at five different US nuclear power plants from 2002 
to 2008. This individual was able to pass federal background checks, as recently as 2008, before becoming a 
contracted employee.4 

• An electrical supervisor developed applications for a SCADA system used by the water industry. After 
termination, he installed a malicious program on one of the organization’s critical systems, damaging the 
SCADA system.5 

• Researchers at Georgia Institute of Technology designed a multi-vendor ransomware worm they called 
LogicLocker to specifically seek out vulnerable PLC computers that are exposed online,  which could result in a 
business impact worth millions of dollars in revenues.6

_____________________
 
2  ICS-CERT Monitor, “ICS-CERT Fiscal Year 2015: Final Incident Response Statistics,” Industrial Control Systems Cybersecurity Emergency Response Team, Department of Homeland Security, 
November/December 2015.  https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/Monitors/ICS-CERT_Monitor_Nov-Dec2015_S508C.pdf

 3 Daniel Wagner with Bailey Schweitzer, “The Growing Threat of Cyber Attacks on Critical Infrastructure,” Huffington Post, May 24, 2016. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/daniel-wagner/the-
growing-threat-of-cyb_b_10114374.html

 4 Insider Threat to Utilities, Department of Homeland Security, Department of Intelligence and Analysis, July 19, 2011. https://info.publicintelligence.net/DHS-InsiderThreat.pdf
  
5 CERT Insider Threat Center, CERT Program, Software Engineering Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, 2012. Sourced from https://scadahacker.com/library/Documents/Insider_Threats/
Insider%20Threat%20Examples%20by%20Sector.pdf

6 David Formby, Srikar Durbha, Raheem Beyah, “Out of Control: Ransomware for Industrial Control Systems,”  http://www.cap.gatech.edu/plcransomware.pdf
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Given these and many other recent incidents, it should come as no surprise that insider threat comprises the majority 
of security risk today. In fact, according to the Verizon 2016 Data Breach Investigations Report, an astounding 92% 
of external attacks (malware, ransomware, and phishing, for example) are designed to steal user credentials and 60% 
of insider breaches involve the intentional misuse of access privileges.7  

The bottom line is that “America’s critical infrastructure organizations are perpetually infiltrated by insider threat 
actors who ignore cyber-hygiene measures and who bypass cybersecurity controls, thereby enabling cybercriminals, 
nation-state advanced persistent threat (APT) actors, and other threats to besiege critical infrastructure systems, to 
launch cyber-kinetic attacks on the United States, and to exfiltrate treasure troves of sensitive PII, PHI, and IP.”8 

WHY IS CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE SO VULNERABLE?

There are many reasons why critical infrastructure is particularly vulnerable. While IT needs to ensure that data is 
secure, it’s more important for OT to be up and running, rather than secure. These control networks and devices are 
generally legacy systems running on older operating systems, are typically unpatched, and are also rather fragile. 
Even a vulnerability scan has been known to break a PLC or void a warranty -- there is a delicate balance between 
system design and the often understaffed team needed to protect it. The fact is these systems were never designed 
with security in mind, they were designed simply to work. To help secure and run these systems, plants then try to fill 
the staffing and expertise gap by relying on third-party partners, thereby increasing the insider risk. Let’s look at these 
challenges individually:

1. System Design 
Operators have integrated IT systems to help manage the ICS and SCADA systems that monitor and control 
critical infrastructure. Unfortunately, these operating systems have become obsolete, unpatched, and vulnerable. 
Both the IT and OT legacy systems were not built with security in mind because they were once remote and 
isolated, literally siloed from the world. That has changed. 

2. Internet Connectivity 
These once isolated, remote networks have now been connected to the Internet to make them more accessible. 
After all, why drive out to the pipeline control valve in the middle of nowhere on a frosty evening when that 
same valve can be accessed from a warm, comfortable office at the sub-station? Unfortunately, IT security 
professionals know well that this interconnectivity comes at a cost, and that cost is a level of porosity that can 
be downright frightening. The fact is, control networks can comprise thousands of devices, creating a larger 
attack surface. Those directly connected to the Internet, such as PLCs, can be found via search engines such as 
Shodan, and with numerous hacks already published online, they are exposed and vulnerable. 

3. Lack of Expertise Resources and Training 
Each critical infrastructure provider must create and execute the security measures that are customized to its 
specific physical and digital properties. But this is unfamiliar terrain for most providers, who are focused on 
operational uptime. The control systems engineers who are first in line to defend against attacks receive very little 
cyber security training, creating a blind spot and a false sense of security. This expertise gap also leads to over-
reliance on partners, introducing more risk. 
 
 
 

_____________________
7 Verizon 2016 Data Breach inVestigations report, http://www.Verizonenterprise.com/resources/reports/rp_DBir_2016_report_en_xg.pDf

8 James scott, Drew spaniel, “in 2017, the insiDer threat epiDemic Begins,” institute for critical infrastructure technology, feBruary 2017. http://icitech.org/wp-content/uploaDs/2017/02/icit-Brief-in-
2017-the-insiDer-threat-epiDemic-Begins.pDf
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4. Outsourcing 
Because of a lack of trained security personnel in the industry as well as globalization and cross-border 
operations, critical infrastructure organizations often look to their equipment vendors to fill the gap. But 
with complicated, fragile IT, ICS, and SCADA systems to manage, neither party is prepared to counter the 
complexity, frequency, and severity of insider attacks on critical infrastructure. 

5. Newsworthy Targets 
With the ability to infiltrate corporate networks and move laterally into control networks, and with so many 
Internet-connected devices, critical infrastructure is at risk of hackers using an attack to further their ideological 
goals, create geopolitical turmoil, and disrupt key services that power business and daily life worldwide.

While network segmentation, firewalls, physical airgaps, endpoint security, and other security measures can 
decrease risk, they have also fostered a false sense of security. Attackers can still exploit gaps in corporate 
networks and move laterally into OT systems to steal data or sabotage critical assets.

That’s because detecting risk early is difficult. Behavioral activity signals reside in many places and are challenging 
to combine. For example, many critical infrastructure organizations have segmented their networks with a firewall 
in front of the corporate network and also between it and the control network, using multi-factor authentication to 
re-authenticate in order to get into the control environment. This leaves a trail that needs to be stitched together 
with other activity such as at the endpoint, on the file server, identity management system, database server, badge 
readers, printers, and the cloud. While each of these is a logical place to inspect for anomalous user behavior, 
reading activity from all of these, combining that activity with security alerts (such as DLP results), building 
baselines, and then evaluating activity against those baselines in real time requires a level of expertise and bench 
strength that few systems and no security professionals possess. 

But that is what must happen to address credential-based attacks. Not only must IT security professionals collect 
massive amounts of activity data, but they must also connect that data in a meaningful way to identify and detect 
threats, and respond effectively to shut down those threats completely. While this type of collection, analysis, 
and response has traditionally been performed via Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solutions, 
they aren’t able to fully detect credential-based attacks, whether from a hacker using stolen passwords or from a 
malicious employee using his or her own access rights. 

Because these products limit data collection by pricing by the byte, critical infrastructure companies simply cannot 
afford to ingest all of the data they might need for threat detection. But without that data, they are left with limited 
visibility into what’s really happening, with no way to detect lateral movement or anomalous behavior. 

Even worse, large shortfalls in security expertise mean that firms can’t solve their problems by hiring more 
experts because they simply don’t exist. The problem is that most IT security departments at critical infrastructure 
organizations are massively understaffed and even if IT did have the necessary requisitions for personnel, it’s 
extremely difficult to find the professional cybersecurity expertise specific to the critical infrastructure industry. This 
is simply not viable from an operational standpoint. What’s needed is a level of efficiency to respond quickly to 
issues without additional headcount.
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The bottom line is that IT Security professionals lack the time, personnel, technology, insight, and budget to fully 
monitor, understand, and respond to the insider threat. There are essentially three problems to tackle:

1. Data 
Massive amounts of data from both the corporate network and control network that are too expensive to collect 
and retain and therefore are not helpful in reporting or analytics. 

2. Intelligence 
Lack of visibility because of the noise of ineffective rules and signatures, which are blind to complex or unknown 
attacks and lateral movement. This intelligence problem when paired with the data problem above makes it 
impossible to connect the dots, which is exacerbated by a lack of: 

3. Expertise 
Staffing shortages make for slow, inconsistent response, and this kind of operational inefficiency is worsened by 
the constant overload of alerts and false positives. 

Understanding the big picture of insider threat requires a level of security intelligence driven by automation and 
machine learning. “Rather than continue to promote the same antiquated and obsolete perimeter cyber-security 
solutions, critical infrastructure organizations need to adopt bleeding-edge defense-grade insider threat solutions that 
seamlessly detect, deter, and mitigate the harmful activities of malicious and non-malicious insider threat actors.” 9

THERE’S A BETTER WAY

It’s clear that traditional security management approaches cannot effectively address the insider threat to critical 
infrastructure, leaving companies unable to detect or respond to them immediately because of problems with data, 
intelligence, and expertise.  

A new approach is needed, one that:

• Addresses the urgency for unlimited logging without data volume-pricing so that critical infrastructure organizations 
can get all the data they need for analysis.

• Enables new levels of intelligence through User and Entity Behavioral Analytics (UEBA), which uses all of the 
ingested data points to baseline normal behavior for all users and machines in an entire critical infrastructure 
environment, allowing IT professionals to quickly identify any behavior that is anomalous and/or risky. UEBA can 
find threats such as:

• Compromised User Credentials: The solution must be able to easily detect if hackers have control of a 
network user’s credentials, regardless of attack vector or malware. This detection should work across the 
combination of a user’s account credentials, devices, and IP addresses, including the corporate network, 
as well as data gather from industrial control systems and operational technology such as SCADA systems, 
PLCs, and distributed control systems.

• Compromised Privileged-User Accounts: The solution should be able to identify specific attacks on privileged 
user accounts that have special access to sensitive systems. Because attackers gain privileged user 
credentials and then access key systems directly, the solution should detect this immediately.

• Malicious Insiders: The solution should be able to detect when a user, privileged or not, is performing risky 
activities that are outside his or her normal baseline. For example, an employee downloading intellectual 
property such as patented production processes or tampering with a PLC after they’ve been fired but not 
had their privileges revoked.

_____________________
9 James scott, Drew spaniel, “in 2017, the insiDer threat epiDemic Begins,” institute for critical infrastructure technology, feBruary 2017. http://icitech.org/wp-content/uploaDs/2017/02/icit-Brief-in-
2017-the-insiDer-threat-epiDemic-Begins.pDf
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• Creates operational efficiency with automated incident response using API-based security orchestration and 
playbooks to quickly respond to threats, prioritizing and automating response processes to enable more 
efficient SOC and IT Staff productivity. This includes dealing with account lockouts, monitoring new account 
creation and account sharing, gaining visibility into dormant user accounts as well as service accounts, 
providing context around security alerts, and lastly, automating account investigations as well as breach 
forensics.

INTRODUCING THE EXABEAM SECURITY INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM

For providers of critical infrastructure, the Exabeam Security Intelligence Platform (SIP) addresses the urgent 
need to collect more data than ever before, to make better connections across that data to detect threats, and to 
augment human analysts during incident response. Exabeam provides organizations of all sizes with end-to-end 
detection, analytics, and response capabilities in a single platform. Exabeam SIP provides: 

• Unlimited log management at a predictable, cost-effective price
• User and Entity Behaviroral Analysis (UEBA) for accurate detection of complex or unknown threats
• Automated security orchestration and playbooks for efficient incident response 

Organizations leveraging the Purdue Model for Control Hierarchy use Exabeam to watch and model user activity in 
their environment by ingesting two-factor authentication, Netscaler, and VPN logs. By examining user behavior on 
the corporate network, Exabeam can detect attacks before they can even get to the control network. In addition, 
Exabeam can mark all of the entire critical infrastructure network segments as higher risk if they become involved in 
any anomalous activity for added protection. In this way, operators that don’t have the budget or the team gain the 
rigor, visibility, and operational efficiency of companies with much larger teams and expertise.

Exabeam SIP includes five key products that can be deployed separately, 
or in combination:

1. COLLECT:  Unlimited Compliance Logging and Reporting 
Exabeam Log Manager – Built on proven, open source, big data 
technology, Log Manager provides unlimited security data collection, 
indexing, and search, at a predictable price. Since Log Manager 
pricing is not based on data volume, customers can collect and 
retain as much data as their needs require. Exabeam Log Manager 
therefore not only supports better analytics, but also enables more 
comprehensive compliance reporting. 
 
Exabeam Cloud Connector – Since almost every organization now 
operates some percentage of its IT in the cloud, integrating that data 
into log management, detection, and incident response is required. 
Exabeam Cloud Connectors enable customers to bring log data from 
popular cloud services, such as Office 365, Amazon Web Services, 
Salesforce.com, Box, and others into the Exabeam Platform, where it 
is automatically linked to on-premise behaviors.

Figure 1: Components of the Exabeam 
Security Intelligence Platform
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2. DETECT:  Early and Accurate Threat Detection 
Exabeam Advanced Analytics – As a leader in the User and Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA) market, Exabeam 
already offers the most-deployed behavioral analytics product in the world. Advanced Analytics uses patented 
Stateful Sessions (described below) to detect credential-based threats and automatically create a timeline of the 
incident, even when attackers switch devices or identities.  
 
Exabeam Threat Hunter – As part of an investigation, Threat Hunter enables analysts to proactively search for 
attackers on a network. Analysts can easily, via point and click, search for users that have any combination of 
activities or attributes that might be related to a specific type of attack. 

3. RESPOND: Effective, Automated Response 
Exabeam Incident Responder – To address chronic security hiring shortfalls, Incident Responder provides 
automated response via API-based security orchestration and response playbook execution, so that detected 
attacks are shut down quickly and completely. Incident Responder includes out-of-the-box playbooks for the 
most common attacks, such as phishing attacks, malware, stolen passwords, and data theft.

HOW EXABEAM DETECTS INSIDER THREATS

It’s clear that today’s credential-based threats to critical infrastructure are complex; they involve many systems using 
multiple log-ins over several months. Exabeam’s User and Entity Behavioral Analytics engine (Exabeam Advanced 
Analytics) automatically links and analyzes user and entity activity to better inform security analysts about threats 
and corresponding remediation. It provides the missing piece of the puzzle by combining multiple types of asset and 
identity data with classification data and activity data. For example, Exabeam can model, using DLP, endpoint, and 
other log data:

• Abnormal access to or anomalous activity on critical infrastructure network segments
• Normal baseline activity on the corporate network and control network 
• How often each person accesses them and what information they normally access
• Which data they have touched, copied, and saved locally or through the cloud
• What is normal behavior and what is not (and why)
• Lateral movement from corporate networks to operational technology
• Whether unusual behavior is tied to employees or contractors slated to be terminated or who have given notice

In order to do that, Exabeam uses a proprietary data structure known as a Stateful Session that automatically 
stitches all log events together into a single timeline per user, preventing malicious insiders from disappearing when 
they switch accounts, devices/machines, or IP addresses. This makes it very easy for security analysts to view these 
timelines to validate whether or not activity is normal. That way, security analysts, who don’t have time to sift through 
all the raw log events (a process that can take hours to days), can quickly triage and investigate incidents. With 
Exabeam, this can be accomplished in a matter of minutes.

WHITE PAPER
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Figure 2: Exabeam’s unique, patented data structure – the Stateful Session-- gives you complete visibility into, and correct 
attribution of, user behavior and activity.

In addition, Exabeam Threat Hunter is an advanced querying tool that uses Stateful Session data models to 
complement user behavior analytics. Exabeam Threat Hunter enables security analysts to search and pivot across 
multiple dimensions of user activity to find sessions that contain specific unusual behaviors or find users that 
match certain criteria. For example, an analyst might ask to see “all sessions where a user logged into the VPN 
from a foreign country for the first time, then accessed a new server for the first time, after which FireEye created a 
malware alert.” This level of analysis across disjointed activities and systems is simple with Exabeam. Now analysts 
can ask new questions. With Threat Hunter, machine learning provides intelligent answers, in addition to alerts.

With all of this powerful technology, Exabeam works to detect insider threats through an industrial-strength four-
step process:

1. Extract and Enrich 
Exabeam begins by ingesting a variety of data, including log data from a SIEM, identity data from Active 
Directory or LDAP, and other context data such as DLP scan results. The base activity data might contain only 
minimal identifying information, such as an IP address. This data is automatically enriched with the identity and 
context information. At this point, Exabeam has the raw fuel for machine learning. 

2. Stateful User Tracking TM 
This is the process by which Exabeam automatically stitches together all of a user’s activity, across multiple 
accounts and devices, into coherent sessions. The resulting session data ensures that complex attempts to 
access data are detected, and also provide incident responders with a complete story of an attack. identity and 
context information. At this point, Exabeam has the raw fuel for machine learning.
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3. Behavior Analysis 
The behavioral engine creates baselines of normal behavior for each user and asset. This provides useful context 
for evaluating an insider’s activity; i.e., does this person normally access this system or this data? Has the access 
changed in some way?  Only by understanding what normal behavior is, can IT professionals easily identify 
anomalous activity that might be indicative of compromise or malice.

4. Risk Scoring 
Finally, the risk-scoring process evaluates Stateful Sessions and activities against a user’s baselines, via rules, 
correlations, and other techniques. The end result is a clear picture of risk on a per-user basis of potential data 
loss from insider threat

WHY THE EXABEAM APPROACH IS SUPERIOR

The Exabeam platform is designed to provide security intelligence in a modern flexible package that fits within the IT 
systems of critical infrastructure providers. 

Purpose-Built Architecture
The Exabeam platform architecture benefits from modern technologies as well as many decades of experience 
building commercial security solutions. The first platform component was the UEBA product, which unlike many 
competitive products, was not a legacy identity management or repurposed professional services toolkit. In addition, 
the platform was built to be easily extensible, scalable, and flexible.

Stateful Sessions
The concept of a new data structure is transformative to the area of security intelligence because it enables analysts 
to ask new types of security questions, ones whose answers require data to be linked in ways that is impossible with 
other security products. This data structure is fundamental to the Exabeam SIP and feeds Exabeam UEBA, Threat 
Hunter, and external applications such as third-party solutions or custom reports. The Exabeam Timeline, including 
state changes, is not possible without it. Competitive products have no such data framework, and the lack of it limits 
these products to simple anomaly alerting.

Data Science
While data science is at the heart of any behavioral analytics system, Exabeam has found that a pure anomaly-based 
approach does not work well in the real world. That’s why the platform features significant machine learning and 
statistical modeling capability – informed and enhanced by security research. 

Security Research
While data science is very powerful, security research adds great value. Good security researchers know how to 
extract useful information from event logs and will know the meaning of many event types as well as which ones are 
not worth tracking. Codifying this knowledge as additional contextual rules within the product makes Exabeam data 
science that much more effective.

Open Source Big Data
Open source data management technologies have advanced rapidly, and are scalable and reliable enough for any 
production use. Exabeam is able to leverage the massive advances in open source systems such as Hadoop and 
Elasticsearch for its log management solution, and uses the most suitable components from each ecosystem.

WHITE PAPER
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THE BOTTOM LINE

As the nature and extent of insider threats to critical infrastructure continue to grow and become even more 
complex, organizations have been hamstrung by the lack of visibility into their data due to high log management 
costs, the inability to use that data to understand the entirety of a user’s behavior across devices, accounts, and 
IPs, and the lack of operational efficiency in dealing swiftly with incidents because they lack insight and expertise.

Exabeam makes it possible to affordably collect more data, make better connections across that data to detect 
threats, and to augment human analysts during incident response with end-to-end detection, analytics, and 
response capabilities in a single platform. Exabeam SIP provides unlimited log management at a predictable, cost-
effective price, leverages UEBA and an innovative new data structure called Stateful Sessions for accurate threat 
detection, and provides automated security orchestration and playbooks for efficient incident response. 

With this platform, critical infrastructure organizations can finally accurately detect and comprehensively respond to 
the full extent of insider threats and most importantly, mitigate risk before catastrophe strikes.

NEXT STEPS

• Learn more about the Exabeam Security Intelligence Platform.
• Understand how to prevent insider threats with user behavior analytics.
• Read about Exabeam’s end-to-end detection, advanced analytics, and automated response capabilities.
• See how Exabeam’s User Session Data Model is superior to alternate solutions.
• Sign up for a demo and see how you can protect your organization against cyber attacks. 

ABOUT EXABEAM

Exabeam provides security intelligence and management solutions to help organizations of any size protect 
their most valuable information. The Exabeam Security Intelligence Platform uniquely combines unlimited data 
collection at a predictable price, machine learning for advanced analytics, and automated incident response into 
an integrated set of products. The result is the first modern security intelligence solution that delivers where legacy 
SIEM vendors have failed. Built by seasoned security and enterprise IT veterans from Imperva, ArcSight, and 
Sumo Logic, Exabeam is headquartered in San Mateo, California. Exabeam is privately funded by Norwest Venture 
Partners,Aspect Ventures, Icon Ventures, and investor Shlomo Kramer. Visit us at https://www.exabeam.com/.

http://info.exabeam.com/lp-the-exabeam-security-intelligence-platform
http://info.exabeam.com/exabeam_insider_threat
https://www.exabeam.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Exabeam_Security_Intelligence_Platform_DS.pdf
http://info.exabeam.com/lp-understanding-the-exabeam-session-data-framework
https://www.exabeam.com/product/demo/
https://www.exabeam.com/

